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It's Elemental - The Element Mercury - Science Education ...
education.jlab.org/itselemental/ele080.html
The Element Mercury - Basic Physical and Historical Information

Chemistry for Kids: Elements - Mercury - Ducksters
www.ducksters.com/science/chemistry/mercury.php
Kids learn about the element mercury and its chemistry including atomic weight, atom,
uses, sources, name, and discovery. Plus properties and characteristics of mercury.

Mercury: The Element - Buzzle
www.buzzle.com/articles/mercury-the-element.html
Mercury: The Element Mercury, a liquid metal, has been in use since ancient times.
Despite being highly toxic, it is used for industrial purposes.

PUNS: - Tumblr
punblr.tumblr.com
effses: There was a chemist who loved to surround himself with puns - you could say he
was in his element.

Periodic Table Puns Answers? - Ask.com
www.ask.com › Q&A › Science › Chemistry
There are many periodic table puns involving questions and answers. Some of those are:
What you do in a play? The answer is actinium (Ac). What do you do to a

Science Jokes:3. CHEMISTRY : 3.7 ELEMENTS
jcdverha.home.xs4all.nl/scijokes/3_7.html
[Top of page] [Bottom of page] [Send comment] March 6 From: Jason In a recent
contest, The Washington Post asked readers to dream up new elements for the Periodic
Table.

Main/Just for Pun - Television Tropes & Idioms
tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/JustForPun
Sometimes we make punny trope names, just for pun. Some people like this, while
others view it as cruel and punusual punishment. Compare Tropemanteau.

Chemistry Jokes and the Periodic Table - Jokes and Science
www.juliantrubin.com/chemistryjokes.html
This is a collection of K-12 chemistry jokes with chemistry and periodic table facts,
pictures and links interspersed throughout the site describing chemistry and ...

Cheap Thoughts - Angelo State University
www.angelo.edu/faculty/kboudrea/cheap/cheap4_chemistry.htm
Science Jokes . Chemistry Jokes Daffy Definitions Elementary Puns From Bad To
Verse Lists . Chemistry Jokes (No Reaction) A chemistry teacher was berating ...

Chemistry for Kids: Elements - Gold - Ducksters
www.ducksters.com/science/chemistry/gold.php
Kids learn about the element gold and its chemistry including atomic weight, atom, uses,
sources, name, and discovery. Plus properties and characteristics of gold.
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